Physics Equity Officers

A/Professor Maryanne Large
Sydney Nanoscience Hub A31
Email: maryanne.large@sydney.edu.au
Phone: 9351 7031
Particular interest in the representation of women.

Clara Spencer
Room 209, Physics Building A28
Email: clara.spencer@sydney.edu.au
Phone: 9114 2145
Particular interest in cultural and linguistic diversity (CALD), gender equity and the representation of professional staff.

Ivan Chua
Room 308, Physics Building A28
Email: ivan.chua@sydney.edu.au
Phone: 9114 2199
Particular interest in gender, cultural and disability equity to provide access to educational and career opportunities within STEM fields.

A/Professor Boris Kuhlmey
Room 317, Physics Building A28
Email: boris.kuhlmey@sydney.edu.au
Phone: 9351 2544
Particular interest in issues encountered by minorities, including LGBTIQ students and staff, and those affected by disease and disability.

A/Professor Rongkun Zheng
Room 239, Physics Building A28
Email: rongkun.zheng@sydney.edu.au
Phone: 9351 7542

Clara Spencer
Room 209, Physics Building A28
Email: clara.spencer@sydney.edu.au
Phone: 9114 2145
Particular interest in cultural and linguistic diversity (CALD), gender equity and the representation of professional staff.

Ivan Chua
Room 308, Physics Building A28
Email: ivan.chua@sydney.edu.au
Phone: 9114 2199
Particular interest in gender, cultural and disability equity to provide access to educational and career opportunities within STEM fields.

A/Professor Boris Kuhlmey
Room 317, Physics Building A28
Email: boris.kuhlmey@sydney.edu.au
Phone: 9351 2544
Particular interest in issues encountered by minorities, including LGBTIQ students and staff, and those affected by disease and disability.

A/Professor Rongkun Zheng
Room 239, Physics Building A28
Email: rongkun.zheng@sydney.edu.au
Phone: 9351 7542

Emergency contact numbers

Campus Security and Safety
1800 SYD HLP or 9351 3333

Lifeline 24 hours
13 11 14

Emergency Services
000

University Counselling Services
8627 8433

If you would like to report an issue, please go to the Physics anonymous report form

You can also contact the Physics Equity and Access Committee (PEAC) at physics.equity@sydney.edu.au